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1. How much did you enjoy the workshop?
1-Very Much 2-I enjoyed it 3-No opinion 4-Not much 5-Not at all
60% 40% 0% 0% 0%
2. Please list three or more things you learned today.
• I learned that sex really does effect the young youth, that people view drugs so differently
than I do, and I also learned that younger children really understand the topics.
• Sex, drugs, abuse
• Drugs, sex, violence
• Not to use violence, not to use drugs, and not to have sex.
• Drugs, violence, sex
• Drugs, sex, violence
• Drugs and sex, the impact of drugs, how we can prevent drug use.
• Violence is a big problem in a lot of communities, drugs, abortion
• Sex, drugs, violence
3. What kind of topics do you want to discuss in the future?
• I would like for there to be discussions on topics to really help the young people. Like,
starting a business, investing, learning how to budget a checkbook. Topics that are going
to help them on their way to college such as not making debt, making the most of what
they have despite the fact that they have limited resources.
• More ways to help children
• Talk about video violence in video games
• The same things
• Stopping drug use.
• Neighborhoods
• The same probably
• Teen pregnancy, abortion, and diseases
• How to help teenagers become better people.
• Ways to help people
4. Do you think workshops like this should he held more often? Why?
• Yes, I think it’s a positive way for the young people to express themselves. It’s a good
and safe place that they look forward to coming to.
• Yes, because they help us.

• Yes, because I want to learn more.
• Yes, because people need to know why they shouldn’t do drugs.
• Yes, because the youth should be informed about the dangers of drugs.
• Yes, it is helpful.
• Yes, for people who have thoughts about using or selling drugs.
• Yes, because we need to address issues in the community.
• Yes, because it is very helpful.
• Sure because they are fun.

